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Chapter 8

Project Management Areas of Expertise

1

In order for you as the project manager to manage the competing project constraints and to manage the
project as a whole, there are some areas of expertise that you should bring onto the project team (Figure 8.1).
They are the application area of knowledge; standards and regulations in your industry, understanding the
project environment, and you must have general management knowledge and interpersonal skills. It should
be noted that the industry expertise is not in a certain eld but the expertise in order to run the project.
So while knowledge of the type of industry is important you will have a project team supporting you in this
endeavor. For example, if you are managing a project that is building an oil platform, you would not be
expected to have a detailed understanding of the engineering since your team will have mechanical and civil
engineers who will provide the appropriate expertise, however, it would denitely help if you understand this
type of work.
Let's take a look at each of these areas in more detail.

Figure 8.1: Areas of expertise that a project manager should bring to the project team.

8.1 Application knowledge; standards & regulations
By

standards,

we mean guidelines or preferred approaches that are not necessarily mandatory. In contrast,

when referring to

regulations

we mean mandatory rules that must be followed such as Government imposed

requirements through laws. It should go without saying that as a professional, you're required to follow all
applicable laws and rules that apply to your industry, organization, or project. Every industry has standards
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and regulations. Knowing which ones eect your project before you begin work will not only help the project
to unfold smoothly, but will also allow for eective risk analysis.
Some projects require specic skills in certain application areas. Application areas are made up of categories of projects that have common elements. They can be dened by: industry group (pharmaceutical,
nancial, etc), by department (accounting, marketing, legal, etc), by technical (software development, engineering, etc), or management (procurement, research, & development, etc) specialties. These application
areas are usually concerned with disciplines, regulations and the specic needs of the project, the customer,
or the industry. For example, most government agencies have specic procurement rules that apply to their
projects that wouldn't be applicable in the construction industry. The pharmaceutical industry is interested
in regulations set forth by the Food and Drug Administration, whereas the automotive industry has little
or no concern for either of these types of regulations. You need to stay up-to-date regarding your industry
so that you can apply your knowledge eectively. Today's fast paced advances can leave you behind fairly
quickly if you don't stay abreast on current trends.
Having some level of experience in the application area you're working in will give you an advantage when
it comes to project management. While you can call in experts who have the application area knowledge, it
doesn't hurt for you to understand the specic aspects of the application areas of your project.

8.2 Understanding the project environment
There are many factors that need to be understood within your project environment (Figure 8.2).

At

one level you need to understand your project environment by thinking in terms of the cultural and the
social environment. In this region we think of people, demographics and education. The international and
political environment is where you need to understand about dierent countries cultural inuences. Then
we move on to the physical environment; here we think about time zones, think about dierent countries
and how dierently your project will be executed whether it is just in your country or whether you have an
international project team that is distributed throughout the world in ve dierent countries.

Figure 8.2: The important factors to consider within the project environment.

Of all the factors the physical ones are the easiest to understand, and it is the cultural and international
factors that are often misunderstood or ignored. How we deal with clients, customers, or project members
from other countries can be critical to the success of the project. For example, the culture of the United
States values accomplishments and individualism. Americans tend to be informal and call each other by rst
names, even if having just met. Europeans tend to be more formal, using surnames instead of rst names in
a business setting, even if they know each other well. In addition, their communication style is more formal
than in the US, and while they tend to value individualism, they also value history, hierarchy, and loyalty.
The Japanese, on the other hand, tend to communicate indirectly and consider themselves part of a group,
not as individuals. The Japanese value hard work and success, as most of us do.
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How a product is received can be very dependent on the international cultural dierences. For example,
in the nineties, when many large American and European telecommunications companies were cultivating
new markets in Asia, their customer's cultural dierences often produced unexpected situations. Western
companies planned their telephone systems to work the same way in Asia as they did in Europe and America.
But the protocol of conversation was dierent. Call-waiting, a popular feature in the West, is considered
impolite in some parts of Asia. This cultural blunder could have been avoided had the team captured the
project environment requirements and involved the customer.
It is often the simplest things that can cause trouble since unsurprisingly in dierent countries people do
things dierently. One of the most notorious examples of this is also one of the most simple: date formats.
What day and month is 2/8/2009?

Of course it depends where you come from; in North America it is

th while in Europe (and much of the rest of the world) it is 2nd August. Clearly, when schedules

February 8

and deadlines are being dened it is important that everyone is clear on the format used.
The diversity of practices and cultures and its impact on products in general and on software in particular,
goes well beyond the date issue. You may be managing a project to create a new website for a company
that sells products worldwide. There are language and presentation style issues to take into consideration;
converting the site into dierent languages isn't enough. It is obvious to ensure that the translation is correct,
however, the presentation layer will have its own set of requirements for dierent cultures. The left side of
a web site may be the rst focus of attention for an American; the right side would be the initial focus for
anyone from the Middle East, as both Arabic and Hebrew are written from right to left. Colors also have
dierent meanings in dierent cultures. White, which is a sign of purity in America (e.g., a bride's wedding
dress), and thus would be a favored background color in North America, signies death in Japan (e.g., a
burial shroud). Table 8.1 summarizes dierent meanings of common colors.

Color

United
States

China

Japan

Egypt

France

Red

Danger, stop

Happiness

Anger, danger

Death

Aristocracy

Blue

Sadness,

Heavens,

Villainy

Virtue,

melancholy

clouds

Green

Yellow

Novice,

ap-

Ming

dynasty,

faith,

Freedom,

truth

peace
Criminality

Future, youth,

Fertility,

prentice

heavens

energy

strength

Cowardice

Birth, wealth

Grace, nobility

Happiness,

Temporary

prosperity
White

Purity

Death, purity

Death

Joy

Neutrality

Table 8.1: The meaning of colors in various cultures. Adapted from P. Russo and S. Boor,

Your Interface? Designing for International Users, Proceedings of the

How Fluent is

INTERACT '93 and CHI '93,

Association for Computing Machinery, Inc. (1993).
Project managers in multicultural projects must appreciate the culture dimensions and try to learn
relevant customs, courtesies, and business protocols before taking responsibility for managing an international
project. A project manager must take into consideration these various cultural inuences and how they may
aect the project's completion, schedule, scope and cost.

8.3 Management knowledge & skills
As the project manager you have to rely on your project management knowledge and your general management skills. In this area we are thinking of items like your ability to plan the project, to execute the project
properly and of course to control the project and bring it to a successful conclusion with the ability to guide
the project team while achieving project objectives and balancing the project constraints.
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There is more to project management than just getting the work done. Inherent to the process of project
management are the general management skills that allow the project manager to complete the project with
some level of eciency and control. In some respects, managing a project is similar to running a business:
there are risk and rewards, nance and accounting activities, human resource issues, time management,
stress management, and a purpose for the project to exist. General management skills are needed in just
about every project.

8.4 Interpersonal skills
Last but not least you also have to bring the ability onto the project to manage personal relationships as well
as dealing with issues as they arise. Here were talking about your interpersonal skills as shown in Figure 8.3.

Figure 8.3: Interpersonal skills required of a project manager.

8.4.1 Communication
Project managers spend 90% of their time communicating. Therefore they must be good communicators,
promoting clear unambiguous exchange of information. As a project manager, it is your job to keep a number
of people well informed. It is essential that your project sta know what is expected of them: what they
have to do, when they have to do it, and what budget and time constraints and quality specication they are
working towards. If project sta does not know what their tasks are, or how to accomplish them, then the
entire project will grind to a halt. If you do not know what the project sta is (or often is not) doing then
you will be unable to monitor project progress. Finally, if you are uncertain of what the customer expects
of you, then the project will not even get o the ground. Project communication can thus be summed up as

who needs what information and when.

All projects require sound communication plans, but not all projects will have the same types of communication or the same methods for distributing the information. For example, will information be distributed
via mail or e-mail, is there a shared web site, or are face-to-face meetings required? The communication
management plan documents how the communication needs of the stakeholders will be met, including the
types of information that will be communicated, who will communicate it, who receives the communication,
the methods used to communicate, the timing and frequency, the method for updating the plan as the project
progresses, escalation process, and a glossary of common terms.

8.4.2 Inuence
Project management is about getting things done. Every organization is dierent in its policies, modes of
operations and underlying culture. There are political alliances, diering motivations, conicting interest,
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and power struggles within every organization.

A project manager must understand all of the unspoken

inuences at work within an organization.

8.4.3 Leadership
Leadership is the ability to motivate and inspire individuals to work towards expected results.

Leaders

inspire vision and rally people around common goals. A good project manager can motivate and inspire the
project team to see the vision and value of the project. The project manager as a leader can inspire the
project team to nd a solution to overcome the perceived obstacles to get the work done.

8.4.4 Motivation
Motivation helps people work more eciently and produce better results. Motivation is a constant process
that the project manager must have to help the team move towards completion with passion and a profound
reason to complete the work.
techniques and exercises.

Motivating the team is accomplished by using a variety of team building

Team building is simply getting a diverse group of people to work together in

the most ecient and eective manner possible. This may involve management events as well as individual
actions designed to improve team performance.
Recognition and rewards are an important part of team motivations. They are formal ways of recognizing
and promoting desirable behavior and are most eective when carried out by the management team and
the project manager.

Consider individual preferences and cultural dierences when using rewards and

recognition. Some people don't like to be recognized in front of a group; others thrive on it.

8.4.5 Negotiation
Project managers must negotiate for the good of the project.

In any project, the project manager, the

project sponsor, and the project team will have to negotiate with stakeholders, vendors, and customers to
reach a level of agreement acceptable to all parties involved in the negotiation process.

8.4.6 Problem solving
Problem solving is the ability to understand the heart of a problem, look for a viable solution, and then
make a decision to implement that solution. The premise for problem solving is problem denition. Problem
denition is the ability to understand the cause and eect of the problem; this centers on root cause analysis.
If a project manager treats only the symptoms of a problem rather than its cause, the symptoms will
perpetuate and continue through the project life. Even worse treating a symptom may result in a greater
problem. For example, increasing the ampere rating of a fuse in your car because the old one keeps blowing
does not solve the problem of an electrical short that could result in a re. Root cause analysis looks beyond
the immediate symptoms to the cause of the symptoms, which then aords opportunities for solutions. Once
the root of a problem has been identied, a decision must be made to eectively address the problem.
Solutions can be presented from vendors, the project team, the project manager or various stakeholders.
A viable solution focuses on more than just the problem; it looks at the cause and eect of the solution itself.
In addition, a timely decision is needed or the window of opportunity may pass and then a new decision will
be needed to address the problem. As in most cases, the worst thing you can do is nothing.
All of these interpersonal skills will be utilized in all areas of project management. Start practicing now
because its guaranteed that you'll need these skills on your next project.
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